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Abstrat

Indutive logi programming, or relational learning, is a powerful paradigm for mahine

learning or data mining. However, in order for ILP to beome pratially useful, the

eÆieny of ILP systems must improve substantially. To this end, the notion of a query pak

is introdued: it strutures sets of similar queries. Furthermore, a mehanism is desribed

for exeuting suh query paks. A omplexity analysis shows that onsiderable eÆieny

improvements an be ahieved through the use of this query pak exeution mehanism.

This laim is supported by empirial results obtained by inorporating support for query

pak exeution in two existing learning systems.

1. Introdution

Many data mining algorithms employ to some extent a generate-and-test approah: large

amounts of partial or omplete hypotheses are generated and evaluated during the data

mining proess. This evaluation usually involves testing the hypothesis on a large data set,

a proess whih is typially linear in the size of the data set. Examples of suh data mining

algorithms are Apriori (Agrawal et al., 1996), deision tree algorithms (Quinlan, 1993a;

Breiman et al., 1984), algorithms induing deision rules (Clark & Niblett, 1989), et.

Even though the searh through the hypothesis spae is seldom exhaustive in pratial

situations, and lever branh-and-bound or greedy searh strategies are employed, the num-

ber of hypotheses generated and evaluated by these approahes may still be huge. This is

espeially true when a omplex hypothesis spae is used, as is often the ase in indutive

logi programming (ILP), where the sheer size of the hypothesis spae is an important

ontribution to the high omputational omplexity of most ILP approahes. This ompu-

tational omplexity an be redued, however, by exploiting the fat that there are many

similarities between hypotheses.
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Most ILP systems build a hypothesis one lause at a time. This searh for a single lause

is what we will be onerned with in the rest of this paper, and so the word \hypothesis"

further on will usually refer to a single lause. The lause searh spae is typially strutured

as a lattie. Beause lauses lose to one another in the lattie are similar, the omputations

involved in evaluating them will be similar as well. In other words, many of the omputations

that are performed when evaluating one lause (whih boils down to exeuting a query

onsisting of the body of the lause) will have to be performed again when evaluating the

next lause. Storing ertain intermediate results during the omputation for later use ould

be a solution (e.g., tabling as in the XSB Prolog engine, Chen & Warren, 1996), but may be

infeasible in pratie beause of its memory requirements. It beomes more feasible if the

searh is reorganised so that intermediate results are always used shortly after they have

been omputed; this an be ahieved to some extent by rearranging the omputations. The

best way of removing the redundany, however, seems to be to re-implement the exeution

strategy of the queries in suh a way that as muh omputation as possible is e�etively

shared.

In this paper we disuss a strategy for exeuting sets of queries, organised in so-alled

query paks, that avoids the redundant omputations. The strategy is presented as an ad-

aptation of the standard Prolog exeution mehanism. The adapted exeution mehanism

has been implemented in ilProlog, a Prolog system dediated to indutive logi program-

ming. Several indutive logi programming systems have been re-implemented to make use

of this dediated engine, and using these new implementations we obtained experimental

results showing in some ases a speed-up of more than an order of magnitude. Thus, our

work signi�antly ontributes to the appliability of indutive logi programming to real

world data mining tasks. In addition, we believe it may ontribute to the state of the art in

query optimisation in relational databases. Indeed, in the latter �eld there has been a lot of

work on the optimisation of individual queries or relatively small sets of queries, but muh

less on the optimisation of large groups of very similar queries, whih understandably did

not get muh attention before the advent of data mining. Optimisation of groups of queries

for relational databases seems an interesting researh area now, and we believe tehniques

similar to the ones proposed here might be relevant in that area.

The remainder of this paper is strutured as follows. In Setion 2 we preisely desribe

the ILP problem setting in whih this work is set. In Setion 3 we de�ne the notion of a

query pak and indiate how it would be exeuted by a standard Prolog interpreter and what

omputational redundany this auses. We further desribe an exeution mehanism for

query paks that makes it possible to avoid the redundant omputations that would arise if

all queries in the pak were run separately, and show how it an be implemented by making a

few small but signi�ant extensions to the WAM, the standard Prolog exeution mehanism.

In Setion 4 we desribe how the query pak exeution strategy an be inorporated in two

existing indutive logi programming algorithms (Tilde and Warmr). In Setion 5 we

present experimental results that illustrate the speed-up that these systems ahieve by

using the query pak exeution mehanism. In Setion 6 we disuss related work and in

Setion 7 we present onlusions and some diretions for future work.
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2. Indutive Logi Programming

Indutive logi programming (Muggleton & De Raedt, 1994) is situated in the intersetion

of mahine learning or data mining on the one hand, and logi programming on the other

hand. It shares with the former �elds the goal of �nding patterns in data, patterns that an

be used to build preditive models or to gain insight in the data. With logi programming

it shares the use of lausal �rst order logi as a representation language for both data

and hypotheses. In the remainder of this text we will use some basi notions from logi

programming, suh as literals, onjuntive queries, and variable substitutions. We will use

Prolog notation throughout the paper. For an introdution to Prolog and logi programming

see Bratko (1990).

Indutive logi programming an be used for many di�erent purposes, and the problem

statements found in ILP papers onsequently vary. In this artile we onsider the so-alled

learning from interpretations setting (De Raedt & D�zeroski, 1994; De Raedt, 1997). It

has been argued elsewhere that this setting, while slightly less powerful than the standard

ILP setting (it has problems with, e.g., learning reursive prediates), is suÆient for most

pratial purposes and sales up better (Blokeel et al., 1999).

We formulate the learning task in suh a way that it overs a number of di�erent problem

statements. More spei�ally, we onsider the problem of deteting for a set of onjuntive

queries for whih instantiations of ertain variables eah query sueeds. These variables

are alled key variables, and a grounding substitution for them is alled a key instantiation.

The intuition is that an example in the learning task is uniquely identi�ed by a single key

instantiation.

The link with ILP systems that learn lauses is then as follows. The searh performed

by an ILP system is direted by regularly evaluating andidate lauses. Let us denote suh

a andidate lause by Head(X)  Body(X;Y ) where X represents a vetor of variables

appearing in the head of the lause and Y represents additional variables that our in the

body. We assume that the head is a single literal and that a list of examples is given, where

eah example is of the form Head(X)� with � a substitution that grounds X. Examples

may be labelled (e.g., as positive or negative), but this is not essential in our setting. While

an example an be represented as a fat Head(X)� when learning de�nite Horn lauses, we

an also onsider it just a tuple X�. Both notations will be used in this paper.

Intuitively, when positive and negative examples are given, one wants to �nd a lause

that overs as many positive examples as possible, while overing few or no negatives.

Whether a single example Head(X)� is overed by the lause or not an be determined

by running the query ? � Body(X;Y )�. In other words, evaluating a lause boils down to

running a number of queries onsisting of the body of the lause. For simpliity of notation,

we will often denote a onjuntive query by just the onjuntion (without the ?� symbol).

In some less typial ILP settings, the ILP algorithm does not searh for Horn lauses

but rather for general lauses, e.g., Claudien (De Raedt & Dehaspe, 1997) or for frequent

patterns that an be expressed as onjuntive queries, e.g., Warmr(Dehaspe & Toivonen,

1999). These settings an be handled by our approah as well: all that is needed is a mapping

from hypotheses to queries that allow to evaluate these hypotheses. Suh a mapping is

de�ned by De Raedt and Dehaspe (1997) for Claudien; for Warmr it is trivial.
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Given a set of queries S and a set of examples E, the main task is to determine whih

queries Q 2 S over whih examples e 2 E. We formalise this using the notion of a result

set:

De�nition 1 (Result set) The result set of a set of queries S in a dedutive database D

for key K and example set E, is

RS(S;K;D;E) = f(K�; i)jQ

i

2 S and K� 2 E and Q

i

� sueeds in Dg

Similar to the learning from interpretations setting de�ned in (De Raedt, 1997), the

problem setting an now be stated as:

Given: a set of onjuntive queries S, a dedutive database D, a tuple K of variables

that our in eah query in S, and an example set E

Find: the result set RS(S;K;D;E); i.e., �nd for eah query Q in S those ground

instantiations � of K for whih K� 2 E and Q� sueeds in D.

Example 1 Assume an ILP system learning a de�nition for grandfather/2 wants to eval-

uate the following hypotheses:

grandfather(X,Y) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), male(X).

grandfather(X,Y) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), female(X).

Examples are of the form grandfather(gf,g) where gf and g are onstants; hene

eah example is uniquely identi�ed by a ground substitution of the tuple (X;Y ). So in the

above problem setting the set of Prolog queries S equals f(?- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y),

male(X)), (?- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), female(X))g and the key K equals (X;Y ).

Given a query Q

i

2 S, �nding all tuples (x; y) for whih ((x; y); i) 2 R (with R the result

set as de�ned above) is equivalent to �nding whih of the grandfather(x,y) fats in the

example set are predited by the lause grandfather(X,Y) :- Q

i

.

The generality of our problem setting follows from the fat that one it is known whih

queries sueed for whih examples, the statistis and heuristis that typial ILP systems

use an be readily obtained from this. A few examples:

� disovery of frequent patterns (Dehaspe & Toivonen, 1999): for eah query Q

i

the

number of key instantiations for whih it sueeds just needs to be ounted, i.e.,

freq(Q

i

) = jfK�j(K�; i) 2 Rgj with R the result set.

� indution of Horn lauses (Muggleton, 1995; Quinlan, 1993b): the auray of a

lause H :- Q

i

(de�ned as the number of examples for whih body and head hold,

divided by the number of examples for whih the body holds) an be omputed as

jfK�j(K�;i)2R^Dj=H�gj

jfK�j(K�;i)2Rgj

with R the result set.

� indution of �rst order lassi�ation or regression trees (Kramer, 1996; Blokeel &

De Raedt, 1998; Blokeel et al., 1998): the lass entropy or variane of the examples

overed (or not overed) by a query an be omputed from the probability distribution

of the target variable; omputing this distribution involves simple ounts similar to

the ones above.
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After transforming the grandfather/2 lauses into

grandfather((X,Y)),I) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), male(X), I = 1.

grandfather((X,Y)),I) :- parent(X,Z), parent(Z,Y), female(X), I = 2.

the result set an learly be omputed by olleting for all grounding �'s where K� 2 E the

answers to the query ?- grandfather(K�,I) . In Setion 3 the queries will have a literal

I = i at the end or another goal whih by side-e�ets results in olleting the result set.

In pratie, it is natural to ompute the result set using a double loop: one over examples

and one over queries and one has the hoie as to whih is the outer loop. Both the \examples

in outer loop" and the \queries in outer loop" have been used in data mining systems; in

the ontext of deision trees, see for instane Quinlan (1993a) and Mehta et al. (1996). We

shall see further that the redundany removal approah we propose uses the \examples in

outer loop" strategy. In both approahes however, given a query and a key instantiation, we

are interested only in whether the query sueeds for that key instantiation. This implies

that after a partiular query has sueeded on an example, its exeution an be stopped.

In other words: omputing the result set de�ned above boils down to evaluating eah

query on eah example, where we are only interested in the existene of suess for eah suh

evaluation. Computing more than one solution for one query on one example is unneessary.

3. Query Paks

For simpliity, we make abstration of the existene of keys in the following examples. What

is relevant here, is that for eah query we are only interested in whether it sueeds or not,

not in �nding all answer substitutions.

Given the following set of queries

p(X), I = 1.

p(X), q(X,a), I = 2.

p(X), q(X,b), I = 3.

p(X), q(X,Y), t(X), I = 4.

p(X), q(X,Y), t(X), r(Y,1), I = 5.

we an hoose to evaluate them separately. Sine we are only interested in one { the �rst {

suess for eah query, we would evaluate in Prolog the queries

one((p(X), I = 1)).

one((p(X), q(X,a), I = 2)).

one((p(X), q(X,b), I = 3)).

one((p(X), q(X,Y), t(X), I = 4)).

one((p(X), q(X,Y), t(X), r(Y,1), I = 5)).

The wrapper one/1 is a pruning primitive and prevents the unneessary searh for more

solutions. Its de�nition in Prolog is simply

one(Goal) :- all(Goal), !.
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An alternative way to evaluate the queries onsists in merging them into one (nested)

disjuntion as in:

p(X), (I=1 ; q(X,a), I=2 ; q(X,b), I=3 ; q(X,Y), t(X), (I=4 ; r(Y,1), I=5)).

The set of queries an now be evaluated as a whole: the suess of one branh in the

disjuntive query orresponds to the suess of the orresponding individual query.

Compared to the evaluation of the individual queries, the disjuntive query has both an

advantage and a disadvantage:

+ all the queries have the same pre�x p(X), whih is evaluated one in eah individual

query, while in the disjuntive query, the goal p(X) is evaluated only one; depending

on the evaluation ost of p/1, this an lead to arbitrary performane gains.

� the usual Prolog pruning primitives are not powerful enough to prevent all the un-

neessary baktraking after a branh in the disjuntive query has sueeded; this is

explained further in Example 2.

Example 2 In this example the literals I = i have been left out, beause they do not

ontribute to the disussion:

p(X), q(X).

p(X), r(X).

Evaluating these queries separately means evaluating

one((p(X), q(X))).

one((p(X), r(X))).

or equivalently

p(X), q(X), !.

p(X), r(X), !.

The orresponding disjuntive query is

p(X), (q(X) ; r(X)).

We an now try to plae a pruning primitive in the disjuntive query: !/0 at the end of

eah branh results in

p(X), (q(X), ! ; r(X), !)

The sope of the �rst ut is learly too large: after the goal q(X) has sueeded, the ut

will prevent entering the seond branh. It means that adding the ut in the disjuntive

query leads to a wrong result.

Using one/1 in the disjuntive query results in

p(X), (one(q(X)) ; one(r(X)))
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This results in a orret query. However, both branhes are still exeuted for every

binding that the goal p(X) produes, even if both branhes have sueeded already.

The ombination of the advantage of the disjuntive query with the advantage of the

individual query with pruning (one or ut) results in the notion of the query pak. Syn-

tatially, a query pak looks like a disjuntive query where the ; ontrol onstrut is

replaed by a new ontrol onstrut denoted by or. So the query pak orresponding to the

disjuntive query above is

p(X), (I=1 or q(X,a), I=2 or q(X,b), I=3 or q(X,Y), t(X), (I=4 or r(Y,1), I=5))

This query pak an be represented as the tree in Figure 1. For a query pak Q suh a

tree has literals or onjuntions of literals in the nodes. Eah path from the root to a leaf

node represents a onjuntive query Q whih is a member of Q, denoted Q 2 Q. The or

onstrut is impliit in the branhing points.

I=4

I=6 I=7
I=5

I=2 I=3
q(X,b), q(X,Y), t(X)q(X,a), q(X,c),

p(X)

I=1

r(Y,1), r(Y,2),

Figure 1: A query pak.

The intended proedural behaviour of the or onstrut is that one a branh has su-

eeded, it is e�etively pruned away from the pak during the evaluation of the query pak

on the urrent example. This pruning must be reursive, i.e., when all branhes in a subtree

of the query pak have sueeded, the whole subtree must be pruned. Evaluation of the

query pak then terminates when all subtrees have been pruned or all of the remaining

queries fail for the example.

The semantis of the or onstrut and its eÆient implementation is the subjet of the

rest of this setion. It should however be lear already now that in the ase that all the

answers of eah query are needed, pruning annot be performed and the disjuntive query

is already suÆient, i.e., query paks are useful when a single suess per query suÆes.

3.1 EÆient Exeution of Query Paks

In Setion 3.1.2, a meta-interpreter is given that de�nes the behaviour of query paks. In

pratie this meta-interpreter is not useful, beause in many ases the meta-interpreter itself

auses more overhead than the use of query paks an ompensate for. Indeed, previously

reported results (Demoen et al., 1999; Blokeel, 1998) indiate that the overhead involved

in a high-level Prolog implementation destroys the eÆieny gain obtained by redundany

redution. Moreover as disussed in Setion 3.1.2, the meta-interpreter does not have the

desired time-omplexity. This shows that the desired proedural semantis of or an be
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implemented in Prolog itself, but not with the desired performane beause Prolog laks

the appropriate primitives.

The onlusion is that hanges are needed at the level of the Prolog engine itself. This

requires an extension of the WAM (Warren Abstrat Mahine) whih is the underlying

abstrat mahine for most Prolog implementations. The extended WAM provides the or

operator as disussed above: it permanently removes branhes from the pak that do not

need to be investigated anymore. This extended WAM has beome the basis of a new Prolog

engine dediated to indutive logi programming, alled ilProlog. This setion ontinues

with the introdution of some basi terminology for query paks and explains at a high level

how query pak exeution works. Next our meta-interpreter for the query pak exeution

is given and �nally the hanges needed for the WAM are lari�ed.

3.1.1 Priniples of Query Paks (Exeution)

Before we disuss query pak exeution in detail, note the following two points: (1) during

the pak exeution, the pruning of a branh must survive baktraking; (2) when exeuting

a pak we are not interested in any variable instantiations, just in whether a member of the

pak sueeds or not. In our previous desription we were interested in the binding to the

variable I. Sine eah branh an bind I to only one value { the query number { we ollet

these values in pratie by a side e�et denoted in Setion 3.2 by report suess.

The starting point for the query pak exeution mehanism is the usual Prolog exeution

of a query Q given a Prolog program P . By baktraking Prolog will generate all the

solutions for Q by giving the possible instantiations � suh that Q� sueeds in P .

A query pak onsists of a onjuntion of literals and a set of alternatives, where eah

alternative is again a query pak. Note that leaves are query paks with an empty set of

alternatives. For eah query pak Q, onj(Q) denotes the onjuntion and hildren(Q)

denotes the set of alternatives. A set of queries is then represented by a so-alled root query

pak. For every query pak Q, there is a path of query paks starting from the root query

pak Q

root

and ending at the query pak itself, namely < Q

root

, Q

1

, ..., Q

n

, Q >. The

query paks in this path are the predeessors of Q. Every query pak has a set of dependent

queries, dependent queries(Q). Let < Q

root

, Q

i

1

, ..., Q

i

n

, Q > be the path to Q, then

dependent queries(Q) = fonj(Q

root

)^onj(Q

i

1

)^ : : :^onj(Q

i

n

)^onj(Q)^onj(Q

j

1

)^

: : : ^ onj(Q

j

m

) ^ onj(Q

l

) j < Q;Q

j

1

, ..., Q

j

m

, Q

l

> is a path from Q to a leaf Q

l

g. Note

that dependent queries(Q

root

) are atually the members of the query pak as desribed

earlier.

Example 3 For the query pak in Figure 1, Q

root

is the root of the tree. onj(Q

root

) is

p(X). The set hildren(Q

root

) ontains the 4 query paks whih orrespond to the trees

rooted at the 4 sons of the root of the tree. Suppose that these query paks are named (from

left to right) Q

1

, Q

2

, Q

3

, and Q

4

. Then onj(Q

2

) equals (q(X; a); I = 2), hildren(Q

2

)

equals the empty set, onj(Q

4

) equals (q(X;Y ); t(X)), and dependent queries(Q

4

) equals

f(p(X); q(X;Y ); t(X); I = 4), (p(X); q(X;Y ); t(X); r(Y; 1); I = 5)g.

Exeution of a root query pak Q

root

aims at �nding out whih queries of the set

dependent queries(Q

root

) sueed. If a query pak is exeuted as if the ors were usual

disjuntions, baktraking ours over queries that have already sueeded and too many
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0 exeute qp( pak Q, substitution �) f

1 while ( �  next solution( onj(Q)�)

2 f

3 for eah Q

hild

in hildren(Q) do

4 f

5 if ( exeute qp( Q

hild

, �) == suess)

6 hildren(Q)  hildren(Q) n fQ

hild

g

7 g

8 if ( hildren(Q) is an empty set) return(suess)

9 g

10 return(fail)

11 g

Figure 2: The query pak exeution algorithm.

suesses are deteted. To avoid this, it should be the ase that as soon as a query sueeds,

the orresponding part of the query pak should no longer be onsidered during baktrak-

ing. Our approah realises this by reporting suess of queries (and of query paks) to

predeessors in the query pak. A (non-root) query pak Q an be safely removed if all the

queries that depend on it (i.e., all the queries in dependent queries(Q)) sueeded one.

For a leaf Q (empty set of hildren), suess of onj(Q) is suÆient to remove it. For a

non-leaf Q, we wait until all the dependent queries report suess or equivalently until all

the query paks in hildren(Q) report suess.

At the start of the evaluation of a root query pak, the set of hildren for every query

pak in it ontains all the alternatives in the given query pak. During the exeution, query

paks an be removed from hildren sets and thus the values of the hildren(Q) hange

aordingly. When due to baktraking a query pak is exeuted again, it might be the ase

that fewer alternatives have to be onsidered.

The exeution of a query pak Q� is de�ned by the algorithm exeute qp(Q; �) (Figure

2) whih imposes additional ontrol on the usual Prolog exeution.

The usual Prolog exeution and baktraking behaviour is modelled by the while loop

(line 1) whih generates all possible solutions � for the onjuntion in the query pak. If

no more solutions are found, fail is returned and baktraking will our at the level of the

alling query pak.

The additional ontrol manages the hildren(Q). For eah solution �, the neessary

hildren of Q will be exeuted. It is important to notie that the initial set of hildren of a

query pak is hanged destrutively during the exeution of this algorithm. Firstly, when a

leaf is reahed, suess is returned (line 8) and the orresponding hild is removed from the

query pak (line 6). Seondly, when a query pak that initially had several hildren, �nally

ends up with an empty set of hildren (line 6), also this query pak is removed (line 8).

The fat that hildren are destrutively removed, implies that when due to baktraking

the same query pak is exeuted again for a di�erent �, not all of the alternatives that

were initially there, have to be exeuted any more. Moreover, by returning suess the
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ch(2)

ch(1) ch(3)

g

h q(5) q(6)i q(7)j 

qp(3)

ch(2)

ch(1) ch(3)

b

d q(2)q(1) ec q(3)

ch(2)

ch(1) ch(3)

f 

a

q(4)

qp(1)

qp(2)

Figure 3: Query pak numbers qp(i), Query numbers q(i) and Child numbers h(i) in our

example.

baktraking over the urrent query pak onjuntion onj(Q) is stopped: all branhes

have reported suess.

3.1.2 A Meta-interpreter for Query Paks

The �rst implementation of the query pak exeution algorithm is the meta-interpreter

meta exeute qp(Q). The meta-interpreter uses the following labelling in its representation

of a query pak:

� Query pak number All the non-leaf query paks in the tree are numbered, depth

�rst, from left to right (qp(i)).

� Query number Eah leaf is numbered, from left to right. If the original queries were

numbered sequentially, then the numbers at the leaves orrespond with these (q(i)).

� Child number For eah non-leaf query pak with N hildren, all hildren are numbered

from 1 up to N sequentially (h(i)).

Consider the query pak a, (b, ( or d or e) or f or g, (h or i or j)). Note that the

atoms in the example ould in general be arbitrary onjuntions of non-ground terms. Its

labelling is shown in Figure 3.

A labelled query pak Q is then represented as a Prolog term as follows (with Q

f

the

father of Q):

� A leaf Q is represented by the term (; leaf(qpnbf; hnb; qnb)) with  the onj(Q),

qpnbf the query pak number of Q

f

, hnb the hild number of Q w.r.t. Q

f

, and qnb

the query number of Q.

� A non-leaf Q is represented by the term (; or(s; qpnbf; qpnb; hnb; tots) with  the

onj(Q), s the list hildren(Q), qpnbf the query pak number of Q

f

, qpnb the query

pak number of Q, hnb the hild number of Q w.r.t. Q

f

, and tots the total number

of hildren(Q)). The query pak number of the father of the root query pak is

assumed to be zero.
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The example of Figure 3 has the following representation (as a Prolog term):

(a, or([(b,or([(,leaf(2,1,1)),(d,leaf(2,2,2)),(e,leaf(2,3,3))℄,1,2,1,3)),

(f,leaf(1,2,4)),

(g,or([(h,leaf(3,1,5)),(i,leaf(3,2,6)),(j,leaf(3,3,7))℄,1,3,3,3))℄,

0,1,1,3))

During the exeution of the meta-interpreter, solved/2 fats are asserted. Eah fat

solved(qpnb, hnb) denotes that the hild with number hnb from query pak with number

qpnb has sueeded. Suh fats are asserted when reahing a leaf and also when all hildren

of a query pak have sueeded. The meta-interpreter only exeutes hildren for whih no

solved/2 fat has been asserted.

Note that the time-omplexity of this meta-interpreter is not yet as desired. Exeution

of a query pak will always be dependent on the number of original hildren, instead of the

number of remaining (as yet unsuessful) hildren.

run QueryPak(Q) :-

preproess(Q, Qlabeled, 0, 1, 1, 1, , ),

% The ode for preproessing is given in Appendix A

retratall(solved( , )),

meta exeute qp(Qlabeled),

solved(0, ), !.

meta exeute qp((A,B)) :- !,

all(A),

meta exeute qp(B).

meta exeute qp(or(Cs, QpNbF, QpNb, ChildNb, TotCs)) :-

!, % 'or' orresponds to a non-leaf query pak

handlehildren(Cs, QpNb, 1),

all solved(QpNb, 0, TotCs),

assert(solved(QpNbF,ChildNb)).

meta exeute qp(leaf(QpNbF, ChildNb , QueryNb)) :-

!, % 'leaf' orresponds to the end of a query

write(sueed(QueryNb)), nl,

assert(solved(QpNbF,ChildNb)).

handlehildren([℄, , ).

handlehildren([C| ℄, QpNb, ChildNb) :-

not(solved(QpNb,ChildNb)),

one(meta exeute qp(C)), fail.

handlehildren([ |Cs℄, QpNb, ChildNb) :-

ChildNb1 is ChildNb + 1,

handlehildren(Cs, QpNb, ChildNb1).

all solved(QpNb, ChildNb, TotCs) :-

(ChildNb = TotCs -> true

; ChildNb1 is ChildNb + 1,

solved(QpNb, ChildNb1),

all solved(QpNb, ChildNb1, TotCs)

).
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3.1.3 WAM Extensions

To fully exploit the potential of a query pak (shared omputation and avoidane of unne-

essary baktraking) hanges have to be made at the level of the Prolog engine itself. The

explanation assumes a WAM-based Prolog engine (A��t-Kai, 1991) but a short explanation

of the exeution of disjuntion in Prolog is given �rst, so that it beomes more easy to see

what was newly introdued in the WAM.

Assume that the body of a lause to be exeuted is a, (b, ; d ; e). Assume also that

all prediates have several lauses. At the moment that exeution has reahed the �rst

lause of , the hoie point stak looks like Figure 4(a): there are hoie points for the

ativation of a, the disjuntion itself, b and . The hoie points are linked together so that

baktraking an easily pop the top most one. Eah hoie point ontains a pointer to the

next alternative to be tried: only for the disjuntion hoie point, this alternative pointer

is shown. It points to the beginning of the seond branh of the disjuntion. After all

alternatives for b and  have been exhausted, this seond branh is entered and d beomes

ative: this is the situation shown in Figure 4(b). At that point, the alternative of the

disjuntion hoie point refers to the last alternative branh of the disjuntion. Finally,

one e is entered, the disjuntion hoie point is already popped.

a

;

b

c

a, (b, c ; d ; e)

(a) Choie points just

after entering .

a, (b, c ; d ; e)

a

;

d

(b) Choie points just

after entering d.

a, (b, c ; d ; e)

a

e

() Choie points just

after entering e.

Figure 4: Illustration of exeution of disjuntion in the WAM.

When the goal a produes a new solution, all branhes of the disjuntion must be tried

again. It is exatly this we want to avoid for query paks: a branh that has sueeded one,

should never be re-entered. We therefore adapt the disjuntion hoie point to beome an

or-hoie point whih is set up to point into a data struture that ontains referenes to

eah alternative in the or disjuntion. This data struture is named the pak table. Figure

5(a) shows the state of the exeution when it has reahed : it is similar to Figure 4(a). The

or-hoie point now ontains the information that the �rst branh is being exeuted. As the

exeution proeeds, there are two possibilities: either this �rst branh sueeds or it fails.

We desribe the failing situation for the �rst branh and explain what happens on suess of
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the seond branh. If the �rst branh has no solution, baktraking updates the alternative

in the or-hoie point, to point to the next branh in the pak table. The situation after

the seond branh is entered is shown in 5(b) and is again similar to 4(b). Suppose now

that the branh with the goal d sueeds: the entry in the pak table with or-alternatives

is now adapted by erasing the seond alternative branh, baktraking ours, and the next

alternative branh of the or-hoie point is taken. This is shown in 5().

When a produes a new solution and the or-disjuntion is entered again, the pak table

does no longer ontain the seond alternative branh and it is never re-entered. The pak

table is atually arranged in suh a way that entries are really removed instead of just erased

so that they ause no overhead later.

a

b

c

a, (b, c   or   d   or   e)

or

(a) The hoie points just

after entering .

a

or

d

a, (b, c   or   d   or   e)

(b) The hoie points just

after entering d (the �rst

branh did not sueed).

a

e

a, (b, c   or   d   or   e)

or

() The hoie points just

after entering e (d su-

eeded).

Figure 5: Illustration of exeution of pak disjuntion on the WAM.

Two more issues must be explained: �rst, the pak table with alternatives must be

onstruted at runtime every time the query pak is entered for evaluation. This is done by

emitting the neessary instrutions in the beginning of the ode for the query pak. As an

example, we show the ode for the query pak a, (b, or d or e) in Figure 6.

Finally, in the example it is lear that at the moment that all alternatives of an or-

disjuntion have sueeded, a an stop produing more solutions. So the omputation an

be stopped. In general - with nested query paks - it means that one pak table entry of

the next higher or-node an be erased and this in a reursive way. The reursive removal

of entries from the pak tables, is done by the instrution query pak prune.

We have implemented this shema in ilProlog. Setion 5 presents some measurements

in ilProlog.

3.2 Using Query Paks

Figure 7 shows an algorithm that makes use of the pak exeution mehanism to ompute

the result set R as de�ned in our problem statement. The set S of queries is here typially
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onstrut pak table �1, �2, �3

all a

query pak try

�1: all b

all 

query pak prune

�2: all d

query pak prune

�3: all e

query pak prune

Figure 6: Abstrat mahine ode for a, (b, or d or e) .

the set of all re�nements of a given query, i.e., it does not orrespond to the whole hypothesis

spae. From a query pak Q ontaining all queries in S, a derived pak Q

0

is onstruted

by adding a report suess/2 literal to eah leaf of the pak; the (proedural) task of

report suess(K,i) is simply to add (K; i) to the result set R. Obviously a spei�

ILP system not interested in the result set itself ould provide its own report suess/2

prediate and thus avoid the overhead of expliitly building the result set.

1

1 evaluate(set of examples E, pak Q, key K) f

2 Q

0

 Q;

3 q  1;

4 for eah leaf of Q

0

do f

5 add report suess(K, q) to the right of the onjuntion in the leaf

6 inrement q

7 g

8 C  (evaluate pak(K) :- Q

0

);

9 ompile and load(C);

10 for eah example e in E do f

11 evaluate pak(e);

12 g

13 g

Figure 7: Using query paks to ompute the result set.

Note that the algorithm in Figure 7 follows the strategy of running all queries for eah

single example before moving on to the next example: this ould be alled the \examples in

outer loop" strategy, as opposed to the \queries in outer loop" strategy used by most ILP

1. In our urrent implementation the result set is implemented as a bit-matrix indexed on queries and

examples. This implementation is pratially feasible (on typial omputers at the time of writing) even

when the number of queries in the pak multiplied by the number of examples is up to a billion, a bound

whih holds for most urrent ILP appliations.
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systems. The \examples in outer loop" strategy has important advantages when proessing

large data sets, mainly due to the ability to proess them eÆiently without having all data

in main memory at the same time (Mehta et al., 1996; Blokeel et al., 1999).

3.3 Computational Complexity

We estimate the speedup fator that an be ahieved using query pak exeution in two

steps: �rst we onsider one-level paks, then we extend the results towards deeper paks.

Lower and upper bounds on the speedup fator that an be ahieved by exeuting a

one-level pak instead of separate queries an be obtained as follows. For a pak ontaining

n queries q

i

= (a; b

i

), let T

i

be the time needed to ompute the �rst answer substitution of

q

i

if there are any, or to obtain failure otherwise. Let t

i

be the part of T

i

spent within a

and t

0

i

the part of T

i

spent in b

i

. Then T

s

=

P

i

(t

i

+ t

0

i

) and T

p

= max(t

i

) +

P

i

t

0

i

with T

s

representing the total time needed for exeuting all queries separately and T

p

the total time

needed for exeuting the pak. Introduing  =

P

i

t

i

=

P

i

t

0

i

, whih roughly represents the

ratio of the omputational omplexity in the shared part over that in the non-shared part,

we have

T

s

T

p

=

P

i

t

i

+

P

i

t

0

i

max

i

t

i

+

P

i

t

0

i

=

+ 1

max

i

t

i

P

i

t

0

i

+ 1

(1)

Now de�ning K as the ratio of the maximal t

i

over the average t

i

, i.e.

K =

max

i

t

i

P

i

t

i

=n

we an rewrite Equation (1) as

T

s

T

p

=

+ 1

K

n

+ 1

(2)

Sine

P

i

t

i

n

� max t

i

�

P

i

t

i

we know 1 � K � n, whih leads to the following bounds:

1 �

T

s

T

p

�

+ 1



n

+ 1

< min(+ 1; n) (3)

Thus the speedup fator is bounded from above by the branhing fator n and by the

ratio  of omputational omplexity in the shared part over the omputational omplexity

of the non-shared part; and a maximal speedup an be attained when max t

i

'

P

t

i

=n (or,

K ' 1), in other words when the t

i

for all queries are approximately equal.

For multi-level paks, we an estimate the eÆieny gain as follows. Given a query q

i

,

let T

i

be de�ned as above (the total time for �nding 1 answer to q

i

or obtaining failure).

Instead of t

i

and t

0

i

, we now de�ne t

i;l

as the time spent on level l of the pak when solving q

i

;

ounting the root as level 0 and denoting the depth of the pak with d we have T

i

=

P

d

l=0

t

i;l

.

Further de�ne T

i;l

as the time spent on level l or deeper: T

i;l

=

P

d

j=l

t

i;j

with d the depth

of the pak. (Thus T

i

= T

i;0

.). We will assume a onstant branhing fator b in the pak.

Finally, we de�ne

�

t

l

=

P

i

t

i;l

=n with n = b

d

. For simpliity, in the formulae we impliitly

assume that i always ranges from 1 to n with n the number of queries, unless expliitly
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spei�ed otherwise. We then have

T

p

= max

i

t

i;0

+

X

i

T

i;1

= max

i

t

i;0

+

b

X

j=1

(max

i2G

j

t

i;1

+

X

i2G

j

T

i;2

) (4)

where j = 1 : : : b is the index of a hild of the root and G

j

is the set of indexes of the

queries belonging to that hild. Now de�ne K

0

= max

i

t

i;0

=

�

t

0

and de�ne K

1

as the smallest

number suh that max

i2G

j

t

i;1

� K

1

�

t

j;1

with

�

t

j;1

=

P

i2G

j

t

i;1

=b. Note 1 � K

0

;K

1

� b. It

then follows that

b

X

j=1

max

i2G

j

t

i;1

� K

1

b

X

j=1

�

t

j;1

= K

1

b

�

t

1

(5)

whih allows us to rewrite Equation (4) into

T

p

� K

0

�

t

0

+K

1

b

�

t

1

+

X

i

T

i;2

(6)

where the equality holds if max

i2G

j

t

i;1

is equal in all G

j

. The reasoning an be ontinued

up till the lowest level of the pak, yielding

T

p

� K

0

�

t

0

+ bK

1

�

t

1

+ b

2

K

2

�

t

2

+ � � �+ b

d�1

K

d�1

�

t

d�1

+

X

i

t

i;d

(7)

and �nally

T

p

� K

0

�

t

0

+ bK

1

�

t

1

+ b

2

K

2

�

t

2

+ � � �+ b

d�1

K

d�1

�

t

d�1

+ b

d

�

t

d

(8)

with all K

l

between 1 and b. We will further simplify the omparison with T

s

by assuming

8l : K

l

= 1; the K

l

an then be dropped and the inequality beomes an equality (beause

all maxima must be equal):

T

p

=

�

t

0

+ b

�

t

1

+ b

2

�

t

2

+ � � �+ b

d�1

�

t

d�1

+ b

d

�

t

d

(9)

Note that for T

s

we have

T

s

= b

d

�

t

0

+ b

d

�

t

1

+ b

d

�

t

2

+ � � �+ b

d

�

t

d�1

+ b

d

�

t

d

(10)

It is lear, then, that the speedup will be governed by how the b

d

�

t

k

terms ompare to the

b

k

�

t

k

terms. (In the worst ase, where K

k

= b, the latter beome b

k+1

�

t

k

.) We therefore

introdue R

l;m

as follows:

R

l;m

=

P

m

k=l

b

m

�

t

k

P

m

k=l

b

k

�

t

k

(11)

TheR oeÆients are always between 1 (if

�

t

m

dominates) and b

m�l

(if

�

t

l

strongly dominates);

for all

�

t

l

equal, R

l;m

is approximately m� l.

Further, similar to  in our previous analysis, de�ne



l

=

P

l

k=0

b

k

�

t

k

P

d

k=l+1

b

k

�

t

k

(12)
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Some algebra then gives

T

s

T

p

=

b

d�l



l

R

0;l

+R

l+1;d



l

+ 1

(13)

whih needs to hold for all l. We an interpret this as follows: for a ertain level l, 

l

roughly

reets the speedup gained by the fat that the part up till level l needs to be exeuted

only one; the R fators reet the speedup obtained within these parts beause of the pak

mehanism.

This inequality holds for all l, hene we will �nd the best lower bound for the spee-

dup fator by maximizing the right hand side. Note that 

l

inreases and b

d�l

dereases

monotonially with l. It is lear that if at some point 

l

beomes muh larger than 1, a

speedup fator of roughly b

d�l

is obtained. On the other hand, if 

l

is smaller than 1, then

the behaviour of b

d�l



l

is ruial. Now,

b

d�l



l

=

�

t

l

+

1

b

�

t

l�1

+ � � �+

1

b

l

�

t

0

�

t

d

+

1

b

�

t

d�1

+ � � � +

1

b

d�l�1

�

t

l+1

:

Our onlusion is similar to that for the one-level pak. If for some l, 

l

>> 1, i.e., if in

the upper part of the pak (up till level l) omputations take plae that are so expensive

that they dominate all omputations below level l (even taking into aount that the latter

are performed b

d�l

times more often), then a speedup of b

d�l

an be expeted. If 

l

<< 1,

whih will usually be the ase for all l exept those near d, the speedup an roughly be

estimated as

�

t

l

=

�

t

d

. The maximum of all these fators will determine the atual speedup.

4. Adapting ILP Algorithms to Use Query Paks

In this setion we disuss how the above exeution method an be inluded in ILP al-

gorithms, and illustrate this in more detail for two existing ILP algorithms. Experimental

results onerning atual eÆieny improvements this yields are presented in the next se-

tion.

4.1 Re�nement of a Single Rule

Many systems for indutive logi programming use an algorithm that onsists of repeatedly

re�ning lauses. Any of these systems ould in priniple be rewritten to make use of a query

pak evaluation mehanism and thus ahieve a signi�ant eÆieny gain. We �rst show this

for a onrete algorithm for deision tree indution, then disuss the more general ase.

4.1.1 Indution of Deision Trees

The �rst algorithm we disuss is Tilde (Blokeel & De Raedt, 1998), an algorithm that

builds �rst-order deision trees. In a �rst-order deision tree, nodes ontain literals that

together with the onjuntion of the literals in the nodes above this node (i.e., in a path

from the root to this node) form the query that is to be run for an example to deide whih

subtree it should be sorted into. When building the tree, the literal (or onjuntion of

literals) to be put in one node is hosen as follows: given the query orresponding to a path

from the root to this node, generate all re�nements of this query (a re�nement of a query
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is formed by adding one or more literals to the query); evaluate these re�nements on the

relevant subset of the data,

2

omputing, e.g., the information gain (Quinlan, 1993a) yielded

by the re�nement; hoose the best re�nement; and put the literals that were added to the

original lause to form this re�nement in the node.

At this point it is lear that a lot of omputational redundany exists if eah re�nement

is evaluated separately. Indeed all re�nements ontain exatly the same literals exept those

added during this single re�nement step. Organising all re�nements into one query pak, we

obtain a query pak that essentially has only one level (the root immediately branhes into

leaves). When Tilde's lookahead faility is used (Blokeel & De Raedt, 1997), re�nements

form a lattie and the query pak may ontain multiple (though usually few) levels.

Note that the root of these paks may onsist of a onjuntion of many literals, giving

the pak a broom-like form. The more literals in the root of the pak, the greater the bene�t

of query pak exeution is expeted to be.

Example 4 Assume the node urrently being re�ned has the following query assoiated with

it: ?- irle(A,C),leftof(A,C,D),above(A,D,E), i.e., the node overs all examples A

where there is a irle to the left of some other objet whih is itself above yet another objet.

The query pak generated for this re�nement ould for instane be

in(A,D,L)
circle(A,C), leftof(A,C,D), above(A,D,E), in(A,C,M)

above(A,E,N)
above(A,D,O)
above(A,C,P)
leftof(A,E,Q)
leftof(A,D,R)
leftof(A,C,S)

in(A,E,K)
large(A,J)
small(A,I)
circle(A,H)
triangle(A,F)

When evaluating this pak, all baktraking through the root of the pak (the \stik"

of the broom) will happen only one, instead of one for eah re�nement. In other words:

when evaluating queries one by one, for eah query the Prolog engine needs to searh one

again for all objets C, D and E ful�lling the onstraint irle(A,C), leftof(A,C,D),

above(A,D,E); when exeuting a pak this searh is done only one.

4.1.2 Other Algorithms Based on Rule Refinement

As mentioned, any ILP algorithm that onsists of repeatedly re�ning lauses ould in prin-

iple be rewritten to make use of a query pak evaluation mehanism and thus ahieve a

signi�ant eÆieny gain. Consider, e.g., a rule indution system performing an A

�

searh

through a re�nement lattie, suh as Progol (Muggleton, 1995). Sine A

�

imposes a er-

tain order in whih lauses will be onsidered for re�nement, it is hard to reorganise the

omputation at this level. However, when taking one node in the list of open nodes and

produing all its re�nements, the evaluation of the re�nements involves exeuting all of

them; this an be replaed by a pak exeution, in whih ase a positive eÆieny gain is

guaranteed. In priniple one ould also perform several levels of re�nement at this stage,

2. I.e., that subset of the original data set for whih the parent query sueeded; or, in the deision tree

ontext: the examples sorted into the node that is being re�ned.
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adding all of the re�nements to A

�

's queue; part of the eÆieny of A

�

is then lost, but

the pak exeution mehanism is exploited to a larger extent. Whih of these two e�ets

is dominant will depend on the appliation: if most of the �rst-level re�nements would

be further re�ned anyway at some point during the searh, learly there will be a gain in

exeuting a two-level pak; otherwise there may be a loss of eÆieny. For instane, if

exeuting a two-level pak takes x times as muh time as a one-level pak, it will bring an

eÆieny gain only if at least x of the �rst level re�nements would afterwards be re�ned

themselves.

4.2 Level-wise Frequent Pattern Disovery

An alternative family of data mining algorithms sans the re�nement lattie in a breadth-

�rst manner for queries whose frequeny exeeds some user-de�ned threshold. The best-

known instane of these level-wise algorithms is the Apriori method for �nding frequent

item-sets (Agrawal et al., 1996). Warmr (Dehaspe & Toivonen, 1999) is an ILP variant of

attribute-value based Apriori.

Query paks inWarmr orrespond to hash-trees of item-sets in Apriori: both are used

to store a subgraph of the total re�nement lattie down to level n. The paths from the root

down to level n� 1 in that subgraph orrespond to frequent patterns. The paths from root

to the leaves at depth n orrespond to andidates whose frequeny has to be omputed.

Like hash-trees in Apriori, query paks in Warmr exploit massive similarity between

andidates to make their evaluation more eÆient. Essentially theWarmr algorithm starts

with an empty query pak and iterates between pak evaluation and pak extension (see

Figure 8). The latter is ahieved by adding all potentially frequent re�nements

3

of all leaves

in the pak, i.e., adding another level of the total re�nement lattie.

5. Experiments

The goal of this experimental evaluation is to empirially investigate the atual speedups

that an be obtained by re-implementing ILP systems so that they use the pak exeution

mehanism. At this moment suh re-implementations exist for the Tilde and Warmr

systems, hene we have used these for our experiments. These re-implementations are

available within the ACE data mining tool, available for aademi use upon request.

4

We

attempt to quantify (a) the speedup of paks w.r.t. to separate exeution of queries (thus

validating our omplexity analysis), and (b) the total speedup that this an yield for an

ILP system.

The data sets that we have used for our experiments are the following:

� The Mutagenesis data set : an ILP benhmark data set, introdued to the ILP om-

munity by Srinivasan et al. (1995), that onsists of strutural desriptions of 230

moleules that are to be lassi�ed as mutageni or not. Next to the standard Muta-

genesis data set, we also onsider versions of it where eah example ours n times;

3. Re�nements found to be speialisations of infrequent queries annot be frequent themselves, and are

pruned onsequently.

4. See http://www.s.kuleuven.a.be/~dtai/ACE/.
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Figure 8: A sequene of 4 query paks in Warmr. Re�nement of the above left query

pak results in the 3-level pak above right. Removal of queries found infrequent

during pak evaluation results in the bottom left pak. Finally, another level is

added in a seond query expansion step to produe the bottom right pak. This

iteration between expansion and evaluation ontinues until the pak is empty.

this allows us to easily generate data sets of larger size where the average example

and query omplexity are onstant and equal to those of the original data set.

� Bongard data sets : introdued in ILP by De Raedt and Van Laer (1995), the so-alled

\Bongard problems" are a simpli�ed version of problems used by Bongard (1970) for

researh on pattern reognition. A number of drawings are shown ontaining eah a

number of elementary geometrial �gures; the drawings have to be lassi�ed aording

to relations that hold on the �gures in them. We use a Bongard problem generator

to reate data sets of varying size.

The experiments were run on SUN workstations: a Spar Ultra-60 at 360 MHz for

Tilde, a Spar Ultra-10 at 333 Mhz for Warmr. Tilde and Warmr were run with their

default settings, exept where mentioned di�erently.

5.1 Tilde

We onsider three di�erent ways in whih Tilde an be run in its ilProlog implementa-

tion:

1. No paks: the normal implementation of Tilde as desribed by Blokeel and De Raedt

(1998), where queries are generated one by one and eah is evaluated on all relevant

examples. Sine queries are represented as terms, eah evaluation of a query involves

a meta-all in Prolog.
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2. Disjoint exeution of paks: a query pak is exeuted in whih all queries in the pak

are put beside one another; i.e., ommon parts are not shared by the queries. The

omputational redundany in exeuting suh a pak is the same as that in exeuting

all queries one after another; the main di�erene is that in this ase all queries are

ompiled.

3. Paked exeution of paks: a ompiled query pak is exeuted where queries share as

muh as possible.

The most interesting information is obtained by omparing (a) the atual query eval-

uation time in settings 2 and 3: this gives a view of the eÆieny gain obtained by the

removal of redundant omputation itself (we will abbreviate this as exe in the tables);

and (b) the total exeution time in settings 1 and 3: this provides an indiation of how

muh is gained by implementing paks in an ILP system, taking all other e�ets into a-

ount (re-implementation of the omputation of heuristis via a bit matrix, use of ompiled

queries instead of meta-alls, et.), or in other words: what the net e�et of the whole

re-implementation is (indiated as net in the tables).

In a �rst experiment we used Bongard problems, varying (1) the size of the data sets;

(2) the omplexity of the target hypothesis; and (3) Tilde's lookahead parameter. The

omplexity of the target hypothesis an be small, medium, or none. In the latter ase the

examples are random, whih auses Tilde to grow ever larger trees in an attempt to �nd

a good hypothesis; the size of the �nal tree then typially depends on the size of the data

set. The lookahead parameter is used to ontrol the number of levels the pak ontains;

with lookahead n, paks of depth n+ 1 are generated.

Table 1 gives an overview of results for the Bongard problems. The total indution

time is reported, as well as (for pak-based exeution mehanisms) the time needed for

pak ompilation and pak exeution. Note that the total time inludes not only pak

ompilation and exeution, but also all other omputations not diretly related to paks

(e.g., the omputation of heuristis from the bitmatrix). The results an be interpreted as

follows.

First of all, the table shows that signi�ant speedups an be obtained by using the pak

mehanism; net speedups of over a fator 5.5 are obtained, while the exeution itself is up

to 75 times faster ompared to disjoint exeution.

A further observation is that for more omplex target hypotheses greater speedups are

obtained. This an be explained by the broom-like form of the paks in Tilde. Complex

target hypotheses orrespond to deep trees, and re�nement of a node at a lower level of

suh a tree yields a pak with a long lause before the branhing, whih in aordane with

our previous analysis should yield a speedup loser to the branhing fator b in the ase

of lookahead 0 (and more generally, loser to b

l+1

for lookahead l, although the latter is

muh harder to ahieve). Note that the maximum branhing fator ourring in eah pak

is inluded in the table in olumn bf .

Finally, deeper paks also yield higher speedups, and this e�et is larger for more omplex

theories. This is understandable onsidering the following. Let us all the lause that is

being re�ned . With lookahead l, onjuntions of l+ 1 literals are added to the lause. In

some ases the �rst of these l+1 literals may fail immediately, whih auses this branh of

the pak to have almost no exeution time, while utting away b

l

queries. Remember that
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LA bf original disjoint paked speedup

total omp exe total omp exe net exe

Simple target hypothesis

1007 examples

0 16 0.74 0.62 0.14 0.13 0.49 0.05 0.07 1.51 1.86

1 24 2.44 1.64 0.35 0.45 1.09 0.14 0.11 2.24 4.09

2 18 7.49 4.07 0.8 1.57 2.15 0.27 0.16 3.48 9.81

3 21 29.9 16.52 3.65 7.26 7.18 1.26 0.28 4.17 25.9

2473 examples

0 16 1.82 1.43 0.17 0.34 1.13 0.07 0.16 1.61 2.13

1 24 5.72 3.34 0.34 1.17 2.24 0.11 0.3 2.55 3.9

2 18 17.2 8.45 0.78 3.95 4.4 0.27 0.39 3.92 10.1

3 21 69.8 33.0 3.57 17.5 13.7 1.13 0.69 5.11 25.4

4981 examples

0 19 3.69 2.72 0.29 0.67 2.16 0.12 0.32 1.71 2.09

1 24 11.4 6.22 0.35 2.41 4.17 0.13 0.63 2.74 3.83

2 18 34.7 16.0 0.74 8.14 8.24 0.25 0.88 4.21 9.25

3 21 142 62.4 3.61 36.5 24.9 1.09 1.45 5.69 25.1

Medium omplexity target hypothesis

1031 examples

0 19 1.01 0.93 0.29 0.18 0.66 0.11 0.07 1.53 2.57

1 21 3.26 2.8 0.98 0.56 1.66 0.35 0.14 1.96 4

2 15 6.36 3.47 0.68 1.22 1.95 0.25 0.15 3.26 8.13

3 18 27.2 14.6 3.75 5.75 6.71 1.20 0.27 4.06 21.3

2520 examples

0 22 3.16 2.82 0.89 0.62 1.91 0.3 0.24 1.65 2.58

1 24 8.38 5.88 1.5 1.86 3.3 0.44 0.41 2.54 4.54

2 27 38.5 29.8 13.14 9.52 10.3 2.44 0.6 3.73 15.9

3 18 124 58.02 10.3 28.6 23.9 3.00 1.11 5.21 25.7

5058 examples

0 25 6.35 5.41 1.47 1.3 3.73 0.56 0.53 1.70 2.45

1 24 18.14 12.98 3.2 4.15 7.5 0.93 0.91 2.42 4.56

2 27 119 93.2 38.1 31.0 35.3 9.09 1.7 3.36 18.2

3 27 384 275 108 89.1 106 25.9 2.83 3.62 31.5

No target hypothesis

1194 examples

0 28 4.74 6.65 3.34 0.94 3.93 0.98 0.20 1.21 4.70

1 24 16.32 21.29 10.97 2.24 11.65 3.41 0.31 1.40 7.23

2 24 87.5 130 82.3 13.8 54.7 20.4 0.57 1.60 24.1

3 30 373 519 316 61.1 220 74.9 1.34 1.70 45.6

2986 examples

0 31 12.7 16.5 7.04 2.68 9.8 2.16 0.56 1.30 4.79

1 36 65.1 83.7 42.9 10.7 42.47 11.2 1.14 1.53 9.39

2 33 430 606 396 84 211.3 82.58 2.57 2.03 32.6

3 33 1934 2592 1610 375 946 332 6.58 2.04 57.0

6013 examples

0 31 25.3 30.3 11.8 5.53 18.3 3.53 1.27 1.38 4.35

1 39 154 198 91.2 33.4 99.9 22.0 3.13 1.54 10.7

2 39 1185 1733 1076 358 504 197 9 2.35 39.8

3 42 4256 6932 4441 1091 2006 695 14.5 2.12 75.4

Table 1: Timings of Tilde runs on the Bongard data sets. LA = lookahead setting; bf =

maximum branhing fator. Reported times (in seonds) are the total time needed

to build a tree, and the time spent on ompilation respetively exeution of paks.
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LA original disjoint paked speedup ratio

total omp exe total omp exe net exe

Regression, 230 examples

0 31.5 52.9 1.96 25.5 45.5 1.02 19.25 0.69 1.33

1 194.99 248 55.9 109 107 12.6 16.6 1.82 6.53

2 2193 { { { 891 192 32.0 2.46 {

Classi�ation, 230 examples

0 27.6 27.3 1.83 4.71 25.4 1.13 3.42 1.09 1.38

1 38.02 40.3 7.55 9.09 30.6 3.11 3.65 1.24 2.49

2 638 { { { 149 74.3 6.16 4.2 {

Table 2: Timings of Tilde runs for Mutagenesis. A � in the table indiates that that run

ended prematurely.

aording to our analysis, the speedup an in the limit approximate b

l

if the omplexity of

lause  dominates over the omplexity of the rest of the pak; suh \early failing branhes"

in the pak ause the atual situation to approximate loser this ideal ase.

We have also run experiments on the Mutagenesis data set (Table 2), both in a regression

and a lassi�ation setting. Here, query paks are muh larger than for the Bongard data set

(there is a higher branhing fator); with a lookahead of 2 the largest paks had over 20000

queries. For these large paks a signi�ant amount of time is spent ompiling the pak, but

even then lear net speedups are obtained.

5

A omparison of exeution times turned out

infeasible beause in the disjoint exeution setting the pak strutures onsumed too muh

memory.

5.2 Warmr

5.2.1 Used Implementations

For Warmr we onsider the following implementations:

1. No paks: the normal implementation of Warmr, where queries are generated, and

for all examples the queries are evaluated one by one.

2. With paks: An implementation where �rst all queries for one level are generated and

put into a pak, and then this pak is evaluated on eah example.

5.2.2 Datasets

Mutagenesis We used the Mutagenesis dataset of 230 moleules, where eah example is

repeated 10 times to make more aurate timings possible and to have a better idea of the

e�et on larger datasets. We used three di�erent language biases. 'small' is a language

5. In one ase, with a relatively small pak, the system beame slower. The timings indiate that this is

not due to the ompilation time, but to other hanges in the implementation whih for this relatively

simple problem were not ompensated by the faster exeution of the paks.
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Mutagenesis

Level small medium large

Queries Frequent Queries Frequent Queries Frequent

1 8 5 37 26 45 31

2 60 14 481 48 1071 211

3 86 24 688 114 3874 1586

4 132 31 699 253

5 37 21 697 533

6 29 18 1534 1149

7 23 15 { {

8 17 12 { {

9 4 4 { {

Table 3: Number of queries for the Mutagenesis experiment with Warmr.

bias that was hosen so as to generate a limited number of re�nements (i.e., a relatively

small branhing fator in the searh lattie); this allows us to generate query paks that are

relatively deep but narrow. 'medium' and 'large' use broader but more shallow paks.

Table 3 summarises the number of queries and the number of frequent queries found for

eah level in the di�erent languages.

Bongard We use Bongard-6013 for experiments with Warmr as this system does not

onstrut a theory and hene the existene of a simple theory is not expeted to make muh

di�erene.

5.2.3 Results

In Tables 4, 5 and 6 the exeution times ofWarmr on Mutagenesis are given, with maximal

searh depth varying from 3 for the large language to 9 levels for the small language. Here,

'total' is the total exeution time and 'exe' is the time needed to test the queries against

the examples. In Table 7 the exeution times of Warmr on Bongard are given.

5.2.4 Disussion

The exeution time of Warmr has a large omponent that is not used to evaluate queries.

This is aused by the fat that Warmr needs to do a lot of administrative work. In

partiular, theta-subsumption tests should be done on the queries to hek wether a query

is equivalent to another andidate, or if a query is a speialisation of an infrequent one.

In the propositional ase (the Apriori algorithm), these tests are very simple, but in the

�rst order ase they require exponential time in the size of the queries. Of ourse, when

using larger datasets, the relative ontribution of these administrative osts will derease

proportionally. It an be observed that at deeper levels, these osts are less for the setting

using paks. One of the auses is the fat that the no-paks version also uses more memory

than the paks setting (and hene auses proportionally more memory management).

Here again, the most important numbers are the speedup fators for the exeution of

queries. Speedup fators of query exeution do not always inrease with inreasing depth of
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Level No paks With paks ilProlog speedup ratio

total exe total exe net exe

1 0.35 0.23 0.18 0.15 1.94 1.53

2 6.27 5.60 4.56 4.12 1.38 1.36

3 36.93 31.49 14.01 9.87 2.64 3.19

4 117.33 84.45 45.14 16.27 2.60 5.19

5 215.95 104.36 129.37 20.78 1.67 5.02

6 336.35 111.28 249.41 22.39 1.35 4.97

7 569.14 115.80 497.86 24.63 1.14 4.70

8 902.72 120.99 831.30 25.98 1.09 4.66

9 1268.16 119.60 1148.23 32.28 1.10 3.71

Table 4: Results for Warmr on the Mutagenesis dataset using a small language.

Level No paks With paks ilProlog speedup ratio

total exe total exe net exe

1 2.58 2.27 2.16 2.09 1.19 1.09

2 112.98 42.32 34.35 13.39 3.29 3.16

3 735.19 128.67 262.83 34.70 2.80 3.71

4 4162.15 287.72 1476.06 54.10 2.82 5.32

5 17476.98 444.44 6870.16 73.11 2.54 6.08

6 65138.72 866.85 25921.73 104.81 2.51 8.27

Table 5: Results for Warmr on the Mutagenesis dataset using a medium language.

Level No paks With paks ilProlog speedup ratio

total exe total exe net exe

1 2.82 2.42 2.28 2.11 1.24 1.15

2 408.85 102.38 102.29 50.67 4.00 2.02

3 27054.33 1417.76 3380.19 370.44 8.00 3.83

Table 6: Results for Warmr on the Mutagenesis dataset using a large language.
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Level No paks With paks ilProlog speedup ratio

total exe total exe net exe

1 0.24 0.22 0.24 0.23 1.00 0.96

2 0.83 0.75 0.77 0.68 1.08 1.10

3 3.28 2.82 2.34 1.92 1.40 1.47

4 11.56 9.31 6.08 4.28 1.90 2.18

5 38.34 28.11 16.20 8.15 2.37 3.45

6 75.51 46.97 36.57 12.22 2.06 3.84

7 135.64 71.60 68.96 15.59 1.97 4.59

8 186.23 84.93 102.46 17.82 1.82 4.77

9 210.82 88.97 120.76 18.52 1.75 4.80

10 216.61 89.38 125.84 18.88 1.72 4.73

Table 7: Warmr results on Bongard.

the paks, in ontrast to Tilde where larger paks yielded higher speedups. At �rst sight

we found this surprising; however it beomes less so when the following observation is made.

When re�ning a pak into a new pak by adding a level,Warmr prunes away branhes that

lead only to infrequent queries. There are thus two e�ets when adding a level to a pak:

one is the widening of the pak at the lowest level (at least on the �rst few levels, a new

pak typially has more leaves than the previous one), the seond is the narrowing of the

pak as a whole (beause of pruning). Sine the speedup obtained by using paks largely

depends on the branhing fator of the pak, speedup fators an be expeted to derease

when the narrowing e�et is stronger than the widening-at-the-bottom e�et. This an

be seen, e.g, in the small-mutagenesis experiment, where at the deepest levels queries are

beoming less frequent. For the mutagenesis experiment with the medium size language,

query exeution speedup fators are larger as the number of queries inreases muh faster.

For the mutagenesis experiment with the large language, it is the total speedup that is large,

as the language generates so many queries that the most time-onsuming part beomes the

administration and storage in memory. The paks version is muh faster as it stores the

queries in trees, requiring signi�antly less memory.

5.3 Comparison with Other Engines

Implementing a new speial-purpose Prolog engine, di�erent from the already existing ones,

arries a risk: given the level of sophistiation of popular Prolog engines, it is useful to hek

whether the new engine performs omparably with these existing engines, at least for the

tasks under onsideration here. The eÆieny gain obtained through query pak exeution

should not be o�set by a less eÆient implementation of the engine itself.

Originally the Tilde and Warmr systems were implemented in MasterProLog.

In an attempt to allow them to run on other platforms, parts of these systems were re-

implemented into a kind of \generi" Prolog from whih implementations for spei� Pro-

log engines (SICStus, ilProlog) an easily be derived (the low level of standardisation of

Prolog made this neessary). Given this situation, there are two questions to be answered:
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Data set LA MasterProLog ilProlog(original) ilProlog(paks)

Bongard-1194 0 7.8 4.74 3.93

Bongard-2986 0 17.8 12.7 9.8

Bongard-6013 0 35 25 18

Bongard-1007 0 0.77 0.74 0.49

Bongard-2473 0 2.07 1.82 1.13

Bongard-4981 0 4.1 3.7 2.2

Bongard-1007 2 7.1 7.5 2.2

Bongard-2473 2 17.7 17.2 4.4

Bongard-4981 2 38 35 8.2

Table 8: ilProlog ompared to other engines (times in seonds) for several data sets and

lookahead settings.

(a) does the move from MasterProLog to other Prolog engines inuene performane in

a negative way; and (b) does the performane loss, if any, redue the performane improve-

ments due to the use of paks?

Tilde and Warmr have been tuned for fast exeution on MasterProLog and il-

Prolog but not for SICStus, whih makes a omparison with the latter unfair; therefore

we just report on the former 2 engines. Table 8 shows some results. These on�rm that

ilProlog is ompetitive with state-of-the-art Prolog engines.

5.4 Summary of Experimental Results

Our experiments on�rm that (a) query pak exeution in itself is muh more eÆient than

exeuting many highly similar queries separately; (b) existing ILP systems (we use Tilde

and Warmr as examples) an use this mehanism to their advantage, ahieving signi�ant

speedups; and ) although a new Prolog engine is needed to ahieve this, the urrent state

of development of this engine is suh that with respet to exeution speed it an ompete

with state-of-the-art engines. Further, the experiments are onsistent with our omplexity

analysis of the exeution time of paks.

6. Related Work

The re-implementation of Tilde is related to the work by Mehta et al. (1996) who were

the �rst to desribe the \examples in outer loop" strategy for deision tree indution. The

query pak exeution mehanism, here desribed from the Prolog exeution point of view,

an also be seen as a �rst-order ounterpart of Apriori's mehanism for ounting item-sets

(Agrawal et al., 1996).

Other lines of work on eÆieny improvements for ILP involves stohasti methods

whih trade a ertain amount of optimality for eÆieny by, e.g., evaluating lauses on a

sample of the data set instead of the full data set (Srinivasan, 1999), exploring the lause

searh spae in a random fashion (Srinivasan, 2000), or stohastially testing whether a
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query sueeds on an example (Sebag & Rouveirol, 1997). The �rst of these is entirely

orthogonal to query pak exeution and an easily be ombined with it.

The idea of optimising sets of queries instead of individual queries has existed for a

while in the database ommunity. The typial ontext onsidered in earlier researh on

multi-query optimisation (e.g., Sellis, 1988) was that of a database system that needs to

handle disjuntions of onjuntive queries, or of a server that may reeive many queries from

di�erent lients in a brief time interval. If several of these queries are expeted to ompute

the same intermediary relations, it may be more eÆient to materialise these relations

instead of having them reomputed for eah query. Data mining provides in a sense a new

ontext for multi-query optimisation, in whih the multi-query optimisation approah is at

the same time easier (the similarities among the queries are more systemati, so one need

not look for them) and more promising (given the huge number of queries that may be

generated at one).

Tsur et al. (1998) desribe an algorithm for eÆient exeution of so-alled query oks

in this ontext. Like our query pak exeution mehanism, the query ok exeution meh-

anism is inspired to some extent by Apriori and is set in a dedutive database setting.

The main di�erene between our query paks and the query oks desribed by Tsur et al.

(1998) is that query paks are more hierarhially strutured and the queries in a pak are

struturally less similar than the queries in a ok. (A ok is represented by a single query

with plaeholders for onstants, and is equal to the set of all queries that an be obtained

by instantiating the plaeholders to onstants. Floks ould not be used for the appliations

we onsider here.)

Dekeyser and Paredaens (2001) desribe work on multi-query optimisation in the ontext

of relational databases. They also onsider tree-like strutures in whih multiple queries are

ombined; the main di�erene is that their trees are rooted in one single table from whih

the queries selet tuples, whereas our queries orrespond to joins of multiple tables. Further,

Dekeyser and Paredaens de�ne a ost measure for trees as well as operators that map trees

onto semantially equivalent (but less ostly) trees, whereas we have onsidered only the

reation of paks and an eÆient top-down exeution mehanism for them. Combining both

approahes seems an interesting topi for further researh.

Finally, other optimisation tehniques for ILP have been proposed that exploit results

from program analysis (Santos Costa et al., 2000; Blokeel et al., 2000) or from propositional

data mining tehnology (Blokeel et al., 1999). These are omplementary to our pak

exeution optimisation. Espeially the approah of Blokeel et al. (1999) an easily be

ombined with our pak mehanism. The tehniques disussed by Santos Costa et al.

(2000) and Blokeel et al. (2000) involve optimisations for single query exeution, some of

whih an to some extent be upgraded to the pak setting. This is future work.

7. Conlusions

There is a lot of redundany in the omputations performed by most ILP systems. In this

paper we have identi�ed a soure of redundany and proposed a method for avoiding it:

exeution of query paks. We have disussed how query pak exeution an be inorporated

in ILP systems. The query pak exeution mehanism has been implemented in a new

Prolog system alled ilProlog and dediated to data mining tasks, and two ILP systems
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have been re-implemented to make use of the mehanism. We have experimentally evaluated

these re-implementations, and the results of these experiments on�rm that large speedups

may be obtained in this way. We onjeture that the query pak exeution mehanism an

be inorporated in other ILP systems and that similar speedups an be expeted.

The problem setting in whih query pak exeution was introdued is very general, and

allows the tehnique to be used for any kind of task where many queries are to be exeuted

on the same data, as long as the queries an be organised in a hierarhy.

Future work inludes further improvements to the ilProlog engine and the implement-

ation of tehniques that will inrease the suitability of the engine to handle large data sets.

In the best ase one might hope to ombine tehniques known from database optimisation

and program analysis with our pak exeution mehanism to further improve the speed of

ILP systems.
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Appendix A. Preparing the Query for the Meta-interpreter

Note that the following preproessor assumes that the pak of the form a, (b, ( or d

or e) or f or g, (h or i or j)) was already transformed to the form a , or([(b,

or([,d,e℄)), f, (g, or([h,i,j℄))℄).

preproess((A,B),(A,NewB),PrevNode,NodeNr0,LeafNr0,BranhNr,NodeNr1,LeafNr1):- !,

preproess(B,NewB,PrevNode,NodeNr0,LeafNr0,BranhNr,NodeNr1,LeafNr1).

preproess(or(Querys),or(NQuerys,PrevNode,NodeNr0,BranhNr,Length),

PrevNode,NodeNr0,LeafNr0,BranhNr, NodeNr1,LeafNr1):- !,

NodeNr2 is NodeNr0 + 1,

preproessbranhes(Querys,NQuerys,NodeNr0,NodeNr2,LeafNr0,

1,NodeNr1,LeafNr1,Length).

preproess(A,(A,leaf(PrevNode,BranhNr,LeafNr0)),

PrevNode,NodeNr0,LeafNr0, BranhNr,NodeNr0,LeafNr1):-

LeafNr1 is LeafNr0 + 1.

preproessbranhes([℄,[℄, ,NodeNr,LeafNr,BranhNr, NodeNr,LeafNr,BranhNr).

preproessbranhes([QueryjQuerys℄,[NewQueryjNewQuerys℄,PrevNode,

NodeNr0,LeafNr0,BranhNr, NodeNr1,LeafNr1,Length):-

preproess(Query,NewQuery,

PrevNode,NodeNr0,LeafNr0,BranhNr, NodeNr2,LeafNr2),

BranhNr1 is BranhNr + 1,

preproessbranhes(Querys,NewQuerys, PrevNode,

NodeNr2,LeafNr2,BranhNr1, NodeNr1,LeafNr1,Length).
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